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T

here are four factors that have influences on engineering:
Social/culture/religion, Technology/science, Economics, and
Politics/law. The strength of the impact of these factors becomes
different according to history. Alchemy of the 16th century is an
example of “Socio-Engineering”. From the Christian doctrine,
“Heliocentric model” was denied, but “alchemy” was approved.
Religion was controlling science. In the 17th-18th centuries, people
were solved from the spell of religion and engineering based
on science and technology, so-called “Techno-Engineering”
is respected instead. In the 18th-19th centuries, technologies
for mass production at low manufacturing cost were required
and “Econo-Engineering” became mainstream to enhance
national strength. The intention of increasing national wealth
and military strength increased friction and that led to the First
and Second World War in the 20th century. Engineering of this
period is mainly government-led production of war weapons,
and it was a beginning of “Politico-Engineering”. After the wars,
mass production technologies for the reconstruction/recovery
revived, but when the 21st century began, as a consequent

result, environmental degradation, resource depletion, and
food famine have become major problems. Global regulations
are strongly called, and the government-initiated technology
(“politico-engineering”) has become important again in order
to overcome the regulations. Politico-Engineering covers (1)
legally-regulated normal technologies such as sustainability,
and (2) crisis technologies.
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